
From: David Wells dave@pommeit.com.au

Subject: Re: 5S Bluescreen (Non-standard) update #3

Date: 15 April 2015 20:33

To: iRepairNational . irepairtc@gmail.com

Cc: David Wells dave@pommeit.com.au

Hi,

Look, this is getting ridiculous now, where is my iPhone?

If I don’t receive it and a refund within a week a shall be taking further action.

Very disappointed and let down,

Dave

David&Wells

0428 403 331 | dave@pommeit.com.au | http://pommeit.com.au

IMPORTANT&NOTICE&

This%message%may%contain%privileged%or%confiden5al%informa5on%and%is%intended%only%for%the%person%or%persons%to%

whom%it%is%addressed.%If%you%are%not%such%person%you%should%not%disclose,%disseminate,%distribute%or%copy%this%e=

mail.%If%you%have%received%this%e=mail%by%mistake%please%no5fy%the%sender%immediately%and%delete%it%from%your%

system.%Informa5on%sent%via%e=mail%is%not%necessarily%secure%and%PommeIT%accepts%no%responsibility%for%any%

consequence%arising%from%you%opening%this%e=mail%or%any%aAachments,%or%from%following%any%links%contained%within%

it.%

The%views%expressed%in%this%message%are%those%of%the%individual%sender,%except%where%the%sender%specifically%states%

them%to%be%the%views%of%PommeIT.

Terms%&%Condi5ons

%

On 9 Mar 2015, at 12:16, David Wells <dave@pommeit.com.au> wrote:

Hi,

Thanks for the update.

Regarding my specific repair #7313 you have had the device for over 3 months now and my customer has informed me 

that if it can’t be fixed they only have till the end of this month to claim on their insurance and they would need the phone 
to make their claim. So we would both be very grateful if you could put this device to the front of the queue for the latest 
tests you are planning to carry out and then if you are unable to repair it - return it ASAP (Before the end of the month) So 
that my customer can make their insurance claim.
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http://pommeit.com.au/
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that my customer can make their insurance claim.

Thanks very much,

Dave,

David&Wells
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On 7 Mar 2015, at 09:31, iRepairNational . <irepairtc@gmail.com> wrote:

Greetings,
( As a reminder, If you are on this email list you are one of a small number of individuals who submitted an iPhone 5S 
with bluescreen issues that was NOT related to the long screw/thread damage issue ). 

We have been able to painstakingly work through possible solutions cross referencing the handful of logic boards 
exhibiting this error. We have all ready found solutions for a few logic boards, and for those remaining we currently have 
narrowed it down to a USB/DFU IC and the actual 1GB DDR3 Memory Chip. We have an order arriving from the factory 
of USB/DFU ICs and will be trying that chip on all the boards next week. If that is the issue for your device, we will be 
shipping back with tracking. If the issue is not that, but rather the Memory chip itself, the repair is not feasible. If that is 
the case we will be refunding the repair service minus return shipping and you will also receive a tracking number.

Thanks for the opportunity to work on this issue, we appreciate your patience and support!

-- 
iRepairNational Support
| (612) 756-8899 | iRepairNational.com | 
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From: David Wells dave@pommeit.com.au

Subject: Re: 5S Bluescreen (Non-standard) update #3

Date: 9 March 2015 12:16

To: iRepairNational . irepairtc@gmail.com

Cc: David Wells dave@pommeit.com.au

Hi,

Thanks for the update.

Regarding my specific repair #7313 you have had the device for over 3 months now and my customer has informed me that 

if it can’t be fixed they only have till the end of this month to claim on their insurance and they would need the phone to 
make their claim. So we would both be very grateful if you could put this device to the front of the queue for the latest tests 
you are planning to carry out and then if you are unable to repair it - return it ASAP (Before the end of the month) So that my 
customer can make their insurance claim.

Thanks very much,

Dave,

David&Wells
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On 7 Mar 2015, at 09:31, iRepairNational . <irepairtc@gmail.com> wrote:

Greetings,
( As a reminder, If you are on this email list you are one of a small number of individuals who submitted an iPhone 5S with 
bluescreen issues that was NOT related to the long screw/thread damage issue ). 

We have been able to painstakingly work through possible solutions cross referencing the handful of logic boards 
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We have been able to painstakingly work through possible solutions cross referencing the handful of logic boards 
exhibiting this error. We have all ready found solutions for a few logic boards, and for those remaining we currently have 
narrowed it down to a USB/DFU IC and the actual 1GB DDR3 Memory Chip. We have an order arriving from the factory of 
USB/DFU ICs and will be trying that chip on all the boards next week. If that is the issue for your device, we will be 
shipping back with tracking. If the issue is not that, but rather the Memory chip itself, the repair is not feasible. If that is the 
case we will be refunding the repair service minus return shipping and you will also receive a tracking number.

Thanks for the opportunity to work on this issue, we appreciate your patience and support!

-- 
iRepairNational Support
| (612) 756-8899 | iRepairNational.com | 
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From: iRepairNational . irepairtc@gmail.com

Subject: 5S Bluescreen (Non-standard) update #3

Date: 7 March 2015 09:31

To: undisclosed-recipients:;

Bcc: dave@pommeit.com.au

Greetings,
( As a reminder, If you are on this email list you are one of a small number of individuals who submitted an iPhone 5S with
bluescreen issues that was NOT related to the long screw/thread damage issue ). 

We have been able to painstakingly work through possible solutions cross referencing the handful of logic boards exhibiting
this error. We have all ready found solutions for a few logic boards, and for those remaining we currently have narrowed it
down to a USB/DFU IC and the actual 1GB DDR3 Memory Chip. We have an order arriving from the factory of USB/DFU ICs
and will be trying that chip on all the boards next week. If that is the issue for your device, we will be shipping back with
tracking. If the issue is not that, but rather the Memory chip itself, the repair is not feasible. If that is the case we will be
refunding the repair service minus return shipping and you will also receive a tracking number.

Thanks for the opportunity to work on this issue, we appreciate your patience and support!

-- 
iRepairNational Support
| (612) 756-8899 | iRepairNational.com | 


